The singular integral characterization oí H1 on simple martingales was given by S. Janson. We show that his result cannot be extended to If if p ( > 0) is very small.
hold. It is also known that if/* G L'(ß), then/is generated from an L'-function but that the converse is not true.
For «3=1, set A/" =/,-/,_,. Since A/" is F"-measurable, the notation Afn(I(kx,...,kn)) makes sense. Let j V= \r = (xk)dk=xECd: ^xk = 0 k=l where (xk)dk=x denotes a ¿-dimensional column vector and C is the set of all complex numbers. Note that (Af"(I(kx,.. ,,kn_x, k)))k=] E V. Let A be a linear operator from FtoK Set (ägn(l(kx,...,kn_x,k)))dk=x=A(£,fn(l(kx"..,kn^,k)))Ux, n 8n = 2 AS*> So = Oí k=\ (2) Tf={gX=o and (Tf)n = g".
Assume that Ax,...,Am are one or more linear transformations on V, and let 7",,..., Tm be the corresponding operators defined by (2).
The above definitions are due to Janson [9] and Chao and Taibleson [4] . They introduced the above as the analogues of Hardy spaces and singular integral operators on R". These have been known to lead to some rewarding feed-backs with (See also Chao and Taibleson [4] .)
The hard implication is the "if part. Janson proved this from the observation that if (4) holds, then (|/" |2 + 2™=1 | (Tff)" \2)p°/2 becomes a submartingale. (For another argument for the case p -1 that does not appeal to the submartingale property, see [11] .)
In this note, we show As a consequence of Theorem I, p0(Ax,.. .,Am) in Theorem A cannot be less than px(d), no matter how we choose m and Ax,...,Am. Thus, a "singular integral" characterization of Hp on these simple martingales is impossible for/? < px(d) if we define "singular integrals" by (2). This tells us that Hp theory on these martingales and that on R" are not quite parallel if p is very small. (For n -1 this is clear from (6) and (8) . Assume that this holds for n -1. Then by (9) and (7),
Note that it follows from (7) Repeating this estimate, we get
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On the other hand, from (6)- (7), | h¡(kx,... ,kn)\< 2n_1. Thus, (12) HgJL^c^"-1.
Hence by (11) Remark. In Chao [2], a conjecture about the best possible p0 in Theorem A for the case d = 3 is given.
